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Device


Printers






Manufacturer


Sharp






Model No.


AL-1540CS






Interface/port(s)


Parallel port (LPT)

-usb 1.1






UPC


0074000074491














Also Known As


E078-348-01




















By
oemadmin
Last Updated
Fri, 02/05/2021







The Sharp AL-1540CS printer is a reliable and efficient multifunction device designed for small office and home office environments. With its compact design, it offers space-saving efficiency without compromising on functionality. This printer features laser printing technology, providing crisp and clear black-and-white prints with professional-quality results. Additionally, it offers scanning and copying capabilities, allowing users to easily digitize documents and create duplicates as needed. With its user-friendly interface and intuitive controls, it ensures easy operation for all users. Overall, the Sharp AL-1540CS printer is a dependable choice for users seeking a versatile and cost-effective printing solution.



Basic Specs:

	Digital laser technology; copies, prints, and scans with high quality and reliability
	Copy speed is 15 cpm utilizing Sharp Single Scan System
	Print speed is up to 12 ppm
	30-page document feeder for automatic copying
	600 dpi output resolution for copying and printing






Full Specs/Additional configurations




Show: Full Specs/Additional configurations
Product Key Features
    Technology
    Laser
    Type
    All-In-One Printer
    Connectivity
    Parallel (IEEE 1284), USB 1.0/1.1
    Product Line
    Sharp AL
    Output Type
    Black & White
Dimensions
    Weight
    41.8lb.
    Width
    20.4in.
    Height
    15in.
    Depth
    19.4in.
Additional Product Features
    Black Print Speed
    12ppm
    Media Type
    Envelopes
    MAX Resolution (Bw)
    600x600DPI

    Black Copying SPEED Up to
    15pPM
    Media Capacity
    250 Pages
    Scanner Shape
    Flatbed Scanner
    Extend Printer Technology
    Laser
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Device ID(s)


USB\VID_04DD&PID_600a&MI_00



























Switch Language


	English
	हिन्दी
	Deutsch
	Русский
	Français
	Español
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